DGO No :1035/2013

Sub: Police Estt – Transfer and posting of police personnel to Sreekovil Temple -orders issued
Ref :1.Lr.No.150/Camp/13/DCP-SPSTS dtd 05/06/2013 from DCP,SPSTS

In pursuance of the reference cited the following police personnel are allotted to Sree Padmanabha Swamy Temple Security in the existing vacancies with immediate effect.

1. Sri. Suresh Kumar ASI Control room, Tvpm city
2. Sri. Jayakumar ASI ASI Kattakada PS, Tvpm Rural
3. Sri. Bhuvana chandran ASI Museum PS, Tvpm city

Sri. V. Gopalakrishnan SCPO(Gr) T 7646 VACB SIU II-Tvpmunder orders of promotion as SCPO and posted to Tvpm city is allotted to Sree Padmanabhaswamy Temple Security after effecting his promotion as SCPO. If there is shortage in vacancy of SCPO, the longest serving SCPO (without the strength of DGO) may be repatriated to his parent unit.

Unit Heads concerned will relieve/admit the incumbent forthwith and report compliance.

Sd/-

For State Police Chief

To : The Individual (through Unit Head)

Copy to : ADGP(Int) for information.
   " : Director, VACB for information
   " : DCP, Sree Padmanabha Swamy Temple Security for information
   " : IGP, SCR for publishing on the web site
   " : IGP, Tvpm Range for information and necessary action
   " : District Police Chief, Tvpm city/Tvpm Rural for necessary action
   " : CAs to SPC/ADGP(Adm)/AAIG
   " : SS (A&E)/JS (E)/ DGO Register/ DGO File

Approved for issue

S. Abdul Hameed Khan
Sr. Superintendent